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WHAT IS SBIRT?

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF SBIRT?

http://healthyfuturega.org/archives/5988
What is Student Legal Services?

Who was involved?

Why SBIRT at Student Legal Services?

How did we plan?
HOW DID WE IMPLEMENT SBIRT AT SLS?

- Client schedules CRTR intake with SLS
- Client meets with SLS Attorney
- Attorney asks Client to take AUDIT
- Client takes AUDIT
- If Client scores on AUDIT, SLSWC staff calls SLS to speak to Client
- Client and SLSWC staff discuss alcohol use, desire to change, referral to resources, etc.
Student Legal Services at The Ohio State University (SLS) is partnering with Student Life Student Wellness Center (SLSWC) and the Higher Education Center for Alcohol and Drug Misuse Prevention and Recovery to enhance holistic wellness of the Ohio State student population. If you confirm by clicking “I Agree” below, you will be asked ten questions about your alcohol use. Based on your answers, you may be asked to speak with a SLSWC staff member before you meet with a SLS attorney. The SLSWC staff member will not know your name, or any other personal information about you, other than the “passphrase” you will be asked to give on the next screen (For example “My favorite color is blue.”).

SLSWC will maintain no records with your personal information and/or documentation of the phone call. All personal information and/or documents you give to SLS are confidential and covered by attorney-client privilege. As such, SLS will not share any additional information with SLSWC or any other University Department unless you give SLS permission to do so.

Your participation in answering the following questions would be greatly appreciated. The process should take no more than 15 minutes (usually around 10 minutes). Your choice will not affect your ability to receive legal services. By choosing “I Agree” below, you are voluntarily and freely giving your consent to speak with a SLSWC staff member after completing the following questions.

I Agree

Exit Survey
WHAT DID WE LEARN?
To Do:

☐ SBIRT all online?
☐ Streamline process
☐ Increase participation
☐ Assessment / IRB approval
Who are your partners?

Is SBIRT a good fit?

How do you implement campus wide?
WHAT IF SBIRT BECOMES A CAMPUS WIDE EFFORT?

http://newsinfo.iu.edu/news-archive/19572.html
QUESTIONS